Sites

5296 Participants in 245 programs
in 18 different sports or physical
activites
63%

375 trained

190

185

New/Returning Volunteers
New
Volunteer

Returning
Volunteer

Gr 8

Participation increased by 8%
from 2015-16 when
there were 4890 registered
participants in all Moresports
programs. Female
participation increased by
over 12% from 1743 the
previous year, and male
participation increased nearly
6% from 3147 in 2015-16

37%
Female

These sites are where
kids are, and where they
are comfortable, in an
effort to eliminate some
of the barriers that
generally prevent kids
from participating in
organized sport and
recreation

49%

Male

Programs ran in 68
sites across
Vancouver and
Coquitlam at
schools, parks,
community centres,
and fields

and mentored 51%
youth
volunteers
led 1776
program
sessions of the
245 programs
run in 2016-17

Female

Participation has continued to grow over the
past 5 years with an increase of 232% in general
participation since 2012-13. And increases of
217% in male participation and 263% in female
participation over that time span.

Participants

Male

2016-17 was another successful
year as thousands of kids were
provided opportunities to be
involved in organized sport and
recreation. Our vision of building
community capacity through
sport was further supported by
the hundreds of youth volunteers
who put forth their efforts, talents
and passions to create these
opportunites for kids in their
communities.

Volunteers

3332 1964

HUB Participant Breakdown
Killarney 131
Hastings 149
Fraserview 123
East Central 256

Marpole-Oakridge 98
City 1838

Downtown 460

Gr 9
Gr 10
Gr 11
Gr 12

Participation Growth Over Time
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None of this work could be accomplished
without the contributions of the core
partners that are involved in Moresports,
as they contribute so much in terms of
guidance, governance and support.

